
Commercial Script- Dilemma 

(Audio Effects and Music Throughout; Announcer:) It's a problem as old 
as gaming itself. Stay home and just keep playing, or get to work on time so 
your coffee breath boss doesn't ride you like a rented scooter. Who says you 
have to choose? Your PS3 stays home, but the game goes with you . 
(Visual:) CROSS PLATFORM PLAY (Announcer:) Never Stop Playing . 
PlayStation Vita. (Visual:) #Gamechanger Never Stop Playing PS Vita 
Sony Make Believe 
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Exhibit A 


	A. Television Commercial (Exhibit A, transcript, and Exhibit B, DVD containing ad)
	[Depiction of a young man sitting on a couch, playing the PS3 game, “MLB 12:  The Show”]
	[Voice Over]:  “It’s a problem as old as gaming itself.  Stay home and just keep playing, or get to work on time so your coffee breath boss doesn’t ride you like a rented scooter.”
	[Depiction of the inside of a subway car]
	A. PS Vita users are able to pause any PS3 game they are playing on their PS3 consoles at a specific point in the game, and continue to play that game where they left off on the PS Vita.
	B. PS Vita users who own the 3G version are able to engage in live, multiplayer gaming through a 3G network.
	A. PS Vita users are not able to pause any PS3 game they are playing on their PS3 consoles at a specific point in the game, and continue to play that game where they left off on the PS Vita.  This cross platform gaming feature is only available for a ...
	B. PS Vita users who own the 3G version are not able to engage in live, multiplayer gaming through a 3G network.  PS Vita users are restricted to asynchronous or “turn-based” multiplayer gaming with the 3G version of the PS Vita.
	Therefore, the representations set forth in Paragraph 6 were, and are, false or misleading.



